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.Z,enr .Subscribers, 

We hope that you continue to find Today's World useful and inspiring. We hope very much that it will 
be increasingly so as time goes on. We would like to convey the following to you all. 

Our Publisher Has Changed 
As you know, there have been many recent changes in the leadership of our movement (and we 
apologize for having gotten behind with our production schedule in the effort to re-align.). 

Most significantly, True Parents assigned their youngest son Hyung-jin nim to take over as F_FWPU 
international president from Rev. Kwak Chung-hwan. As the international president, Hyung-jin nim 
has become the new publisher of Today's World. What is a very significant change for the international 
headquarters of the movement is thus also a milestone in the development of Today's World That 
change takes effect from the current issue (June 2008). 

Writing for Today's World 
Please consider contributing to Today's World. If you know of a remarkable happening in your country, 
or even a story of quiet and determined effort over time, please write about it or let us know whom we 
can contact. We always want to take good ideas people have and convey them to the world. 

Corrected Caption 
We apologize for an error in the May 2008 issue. The caption for the cover photo for the May 2008 
issue is incorrect. It should read: 

True Parents at the Cheon Jeong Peace Palace around the time of their birthday last year; 

We have printed the caption above so that it fits the space in the May issue if you wish to paste it over 
the erroneous caption (under the Table of Contents) after the words "Cover Photo." 

Delivery Problems 
In case any recent issue became lost in the post, or badly damaged, we will send you another copy free 
of charge. Just tell us which issue, and briefly state the reason you'd like a replacement. 

With the best wishes of our team, 
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